
We are Hiring!

Open Positions:

AWS Solutions Architect

Azure Solutions Architect

Azure Virtual Desktop Infrastructure Architect

Microsoft 365 Administrator

Google Workspace administrator

Interested?

Send your CV to contact@integrator.one

Work Type: Remote
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AWS Solutions Architect

Study the existing technology landscape and understand current
application workloads.
Understand and document the technical requirements from
clients.
Write high code on Terraform to set up the environment.
Define Migration strategy to move the application to the cloud.
Advice customers on various Cloud solution options, discuss the
benefits and risks of each and recommend a solution that aligns
with the customer's business needs and requirements.
Validate the environment to meet all security and compliance
controls.
Develop architecture blueprints and detailed documentation.
Create bill of materials, including required Cloud Services (such as
EC2, S3 etc.) and tools;
Design the overall Virtual Private Cloud VPC environment including
server instances, storage instances, subnets, availability zones,
etc
Design the AWS network architecture including VPN connectivity
between regions and subnets
Design the HA / DR strategies set up process, services and tools
around cloud
Build the environment, Execute migration plan, Leverage
appropriate AWS services
Maintain internal cloud applications for the organization.
Transferring data and internal processes to cloud architecture.
Keeping data leakage and downtime to an absolute minimum.
Keeping up to date on best practices in cloud computing and
making improvements to the cloud infrastructure of their company
or organization.

Roles & Responsibilities:
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Minimum 3 years of experience in architecting, designing,
migrating and programming applications in an AWS Cloud
environment
Certification in AWS architecture 
Experience on Hybrid cloud solutions.
Experience in defining new architectures and ability to drive
projects from an architecture standpoint
Hands-on working knowledge around standard AWS services,
such as Cloud formation, EC2, S3, Lambda, VPCs, Load balancing,
Networking and Monitoring the health of these services using
tools/processes, deploying AWS Cloud Formation scripts, SSL
Certificates- Cloud Security in AWS, specifically IAM Roles &
Policies, Security Groups and Encryption keys.
Awareness of programming concepts and experience in
debugging complicated systems in an efficient way
Strong scripting skills (e.g. Terraform, Powershell, Python, Bash,
Ruby, Perl etc.)
Proven experience assessing client's workloads and technology
landscape for Cloud suitability, developing the business case and
Cloud adoption roadmap
Experience to build scalable production systems (load balancers,
mem-cached, master/slave architectures)

Job Requirements:
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Azure Solutions Architect

Study the existing technology landscape and understand current
application workloads.
Understand and document technical requirements from clients.
Define Migration strategy to move the application to the cloud.
Advice customers on various Cloud solution options, discuss the
benefits and risks of each and recommend a solution that aligns
with the customer's business needs and requirements.
Validate the environment to meet all security and compliance
controls.
Develop architecture blueprints and detailed documentation.
Create bill of materials, including required Cloud Services and
tools.
Build the environment, Execute the migration plan, and Leverage
appropriate Azure services
Design the HA / DR strategies set up processes, services and tools
around the cloud
Maintain internal cloud applications for the organization using
Microsoft Azure Services.
Collaborate closely with other teams to develop proposals,
presentations, statement of work (SOW) and proactively
recommend strategies around Microsoft Azure.
Transferring data and internal processes to cloud architecture.
Keeping data leakage and downtime to an absolute minimum.
Keeping up to date on best practices in cloud computing and
making improvements to the cloud infrastructure of their company
or organization.

Roles & Responsibilities:
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Minimum 3 years of experience in architecting, designing,
migrating and programming applications in an Azure Cloud
environment.
Azure Certification.
Experience on Hybrid cloud solutions.
Experience in defining new architectures and ability to drive
projects from an architecture standpoint.
Awareness of programming concepts and experience in
debugging complicated systems in an efficient way.
Strong scripting skills (e.g. Terraform, Powershell, Python, Bash,
Ruby, Perl etc.)
Proven experience assessing client's workloads and technology
landscape for Cloud suitability, developing the business case and
Cloud adoption roadmap.
Experience to build scalable production systems (load balancers,
mem-cached, master/slave architectures)

Job Requirements:
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Azure Virtual Desktop
Infrastructure Architect

Build and support solutions like Azure Windows Virtual Desktop
WVD and Citrix Virtual Apps Desktops.
Designing and deploying Windows desktop operating systems to
include customizing build.
Citrix Netscaler deployments and troubleshooting.
Experience in managing NetScalers.
Experience in managing FSLogix Profile management solution.
Experience in managing Citrix Cloud environment.
Provide exceptional customer support at troubleshooting.
Experience in diagnosing and troubleshooting system, application
and network-related issues.

Roles & Responsibilities:

Good Citrix troubleshooting skills.
Good to have Cloud Fundamental certification.  
Good to have PowerShell knowledge.
Experience in Public Cloud technologies like Azure or AWS.
Citrix or any VDI Certification is a must.
Good to have Knowledge on Scripting and DevOps will be an add-
on advantage.
Excellent customer-facing communications skills verbal and
written.

Job Requirements:
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Microsoft 365 Administrator

Analyze the requirements and design customer-specific solutions
on M365
Ensure success in designing, building, and migrating applications,
software, and services on Microsoft 365
Provide operational and administrative support for the applications
in the cloud
Continuous improvement and automation of the deployed systems
Implementation of new tools and M365 functions
Monitoring of incidents and troubleshooting
Development and maintenance of M365 security features
Manage M365 applications administration interfaces
Support on technical challenges for projects

Roles & Responsibilities:

Microsoft 365 Certification.
Min 2 years experience in Microsoft 365.
Being with a Microsoft Partner previously and should have worked
with Microsoft 365.
Experience in migrating accounts to Microsoft 365 from Google
Workspace.
Advanced knowledge of Microsoft 365 services.
Excellent customer-facing communications skills verbal and
written.

Job Requirements:
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Google Workspace administrator

Configure Google Workspace to suit the client’s way of working.
Ensure success in designing, building, and migrating applications,
software, and services on the Google Workspace platform.
Participate in architectural discussions and design exercises to
create large-scale solutions built on Google Workspace and also
be part of the development lifecycle.
Develop innovative solutions to complex business and technology
problems.
Identity workarounds for specific issues and corner scenarios
observed during migration.
Automate solutions for repeatable problems.
Ensure that our company and clients are using the Google
Workspace Platform efficiently.
Provide subject matter expertise in Google Workspace solutions.

Roles & Responsibilities:

Google Workspace Certification.
Min 2 years experience in Google Workspace.
Being with a Google Partner previously and should have worked
with Google workspace.
Experience in migrating accounts from Microsoft 365 to Google
Workspace.
Advanced knowledge of Google apps.
Excellent customer-facing communications skills verbal and
written.

Job Requirements:
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